Cagers start season with game at U of C

by Ben Watson

The 1951 edition of JT's, the basketball squad takes the floor for five wins in a row over the season's opener against the Maroons, or seven out of nine games during the first four years over its career. Game time is 8 p.m.

Atlantic Union needed, Urey tells students

Dr. Harold Urey, professor at the University of Chicago, and member of the prominent men in atomic research, emphasized the need for the combination of the American government against the Eastern totalitarian government at the Atlantic Union assembly Nov. 29.

He stressed the need for better trade relations between the countries of the world. The absence of diplomatic relations, Urey stated, would probably also work against the interest of the United Nations since U.S. representatives are not invited to any meeting of the UN. The United Nations, Urey stated, would be able to maintain strength and improve conditions of the world if the United Nations were able to meet and discuss issues that it would be well worth the effort.

Petitions are to be available Monday

Petitions will be available Monday in Dean Hissom's office for the forthcoming school elections to be held Dec. 19 and Dec. 20 on campus. December 18 at 11th.

Holding integral ball tomorrow

Today is the last day that bids to the integral ball are available on campus. However, bids may be purchased Saturday night at the door for $3.60.

Selection of the Integral queen and her court will be one of the highlights of the evening. Bids will be distributed at the door, but notes used must be submitted to the arena before Dec. 14.

To be eligible, a candidate must put on a note showing her name, address, and signature on the note to the arena before Dec. 14.
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Why not recognition for BON as honorary?

A recent Technology News editorial implied that Beta Omega Nu is an honorary. Since then we've received several letters objecting to calling BON an honorary fraternity.

What is Beta Omega Nu? And what constitutes an honorary, anyway?

Let's try to answer the second question first.

Basically, there are three major classifications into which honoraries may be divided: (1) those which recognize outstanding scholastic ability, (2) those which recognize interest in extra-curricular activity, and (3) those which honor the acknowledged leaders on campus.

In practice, the honorary societies overlap and their requirements for membership vary widely. The scholastic honoraries, like Tau Beta Pi,

Slipstick

"My bolden days are over, I'll hang 'round these joints no more." Thus spoke the worn-out waiter, collapsing on the floor.

"What's wrong with you?"

"Don't feel good..."

"You look sick, man..."

"I'm not feeling too well..."

"Tell you what. I'll order you a glass of milk and some cheese."

I returned to the counter and ordered a glass of milk and some cheese. As I waited, I noticed the waiter was pale and sweaty. I asked him if he was okay, and he nodded yes.

When the milk and cheese arrived, I asked the waiter if he needed any help. He shook his head and said, "No, I'm fine. I just need a little rest." I handed him the glass of milk and left.

Later, I heard that the waiter had come down with a fever and had to take a sick day. I felt awful that I had not realized the seriousness of his situation sooner.

Letters to the Editor

Student subscriptions needed to give children television

To the Editor:

The children at Ads S. McKinley Community House are eager to see a television set at the agency by securing subscriptions to the newspaper. The Tech Times is located in New York City and has a circulation of 3,000. If twelve month subscriptions are purchased, the agency will be given the subscriptions.

I was wondering if some of the students at Illinois Tech who have this newspaper might be willing to take a subscription and have it delivered to them regularly. Those interested should contact me at the agency.

Frankie W. Jacobs

Group worker in charge of junior programs

No social life, freshmen claim

To the Editor:

Is there such a thing as an all-school dance once every three or four months? We have been here at Tech for better than two years and have seen an almost complete lack of social life. The general idea will be the open to all students in more than a month, and it is far from being within the financial reach of all students.

We all came here to learn and most of us have had an idea of Tech's social life as a street-car school, but we do not imagine that it would be this bad. Isn't anyone at school interested in throwing a dance on campus every week or every other week to provide a social outlet for all students? Nothing elaborate, just a little party or dance that we don't have to depend on only one or two people.

Clans sponsoring dances could really be drawn closer together and should plan functions to attract more people.

Low Tech

Bar rags don't make honorary

To the Editor:

With reference to the article, "Honorary Larg" in Technology News on November 16, how can the bar rag be reduced to a mere paper? It is classified as, I quote, "one of the many honorary fraternities." How can this fraternity compare even be ranked among the many of the Phi Lambda, Tau Beta Pi, Kappa Lambda, Sigma Chi, Pi Kappa Sigma, Chi Epsilon, and Societies show that this fraternity is even near the bottom of the line? It does not have a house, and it professes to be a "street-car" school, but we do not imagine that it would be this bad. Isn't anyone at school interested...
Campus Players plan three-act play by Barry

The house lights dim, the audience is hushed, and the curtain goes up on Campus Player's latest three-act play, "Holiday," at 8:30 on Dec. 13, 14 and 15. This sophisticated comedy by Philip Barry is Campus Player's big production of the semester.

"Holiday" is the story of a recently-fallen-in-love couple and their flight from the social pressures of the upper crust and the "establishment" to the cozy, tranquil atmosphere of the country.

"Holiday" is told by"Sandy" Knoepfler, director of Campus Players, who said, "We may have no Hopkins or Stewart hanging around, but we do have a feeling that Frank Whaley is John L. Jones, the gem in the crown, and Jim Davis and Jim Miller are the two best in the cast." Knoepfler's talk is entitled "Close Fire.""}

Howard Grill

1132 26th St.

 Excellent Food

 Steaks, Chops, Burgers

 & Barbecued Ribs

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

No. 28.

THE OVENBIRD

I don't go for these half-baked claims!

Travel Comfort

PLUS

SAFETY and SAVINGS

WHEN YOU

Go By Train

ON YOUR HOLIDAY TRIP

IT'S EASY! PLUS your holiday homecoming trip with a group of friends. Dine your way; sleep your way; relax your way. Ask your local railroad agent how your group can plan a memorable holiday trip with the convenience of the railroad. Ask your local railroad agent how your group can plan a memorable holiday trip with the convenience of the railroad.

All the Murphy's of the world can't stop us.

CAMEL

Camel leads all other brands by billions.
Technicians. They are influenced by the possibility and, more likely, the actuality of government and war contracts. An all-over student-student interview curriculum is published weekly for the convenience of students and can be found at the placement office.

Special integral photos scheduled

Photos scheduled to be included in the upcoming issue have been arranged as follows: Tuesday, e.g., seniors; Wednesday, 1:00 in Aurora Eye studio; Chilip, Wednesday at 7:30; Alpha Pi, Thursday at 8:00; Delta Chi, Thursday at 9:00; and Sigma Chi, Thursday at 10:00.

J. Paul Cheeky Switched to Wildroot Cream-Off

Because He Flaked the Finger-Nail Test

---

Promote research, train men at IGT

The Institute of Gas Technology of IIT was established in June, 1941, upon the recommendation of a research organization committee to the executive committee of the American Gas Association.

This committee was given the responsibility of investigating methods for advancing the gas industry's technology. The group recommended the establishment of an independent educational and research facility to be supported by direct contributions from gas companies.

As a result, IGT was incorporated as a non-profit corporation. Among its objectives are the following: to train personnel at the graduate level, to collect and disseminate scientific information, to stimulate and coordinate research within the gas industry, and to promote fundamental and applied research.

The Institute offers a two-year fellowship leading to a master of gas technology and doctor of philosophy degree. All fellows are enrolled in, and receive their degrees from, the graduate school of Illinois Institute of Technology.

Applications are accepted from senior students and graduates in chemistry, chemical and mechanical engineering, mathematics, and related fields. IGT has also been considering undertaking graduate work in gas technology.

In May, 1942, IGT started to move its new $200,000 building located on Thirty-fourth Street between State and Dearborn Streets. Included in the building was a large area for the laboratories, an office for the director and the other administrative offices.

The building, equipped with the latest laboratory equipment, was designed to meet the needs of a research laboratory.

---

Student Directory on sale next week

Next Friday you will finally be able to look up the phone number of that beautiful new coed and the address of your buddy who moved to Campus Avenue 2.

The student Directory will be on sale in the Student Union next Thursday morning.

---

Prizes being offered for safety suggestions

Ten dollars are still waiting for the two students submitting the best ideas on eliminating hazards or correcting unsafe practices at the factory.

Cash awards of $5 each are given for each suggestion received in the factory. The suggestion should be submitted in writing and should cover the following safety areas:

1. The description of the unsafe condition or practice.
2. The location of the hazard or limitation on unsafe practices.
3. When observed, the department and/or class that observed the condition, and the condition and observations.

IGT is supported by the students and their suggestions will be considered at this meeting. They will be submitted to the management of IIT.

---

Blood donors to register in Student Union

Starting Monday, a member of the Student Organization will be in the student union to accept applications for those who have already registered. The blood has been made Dec. 13 and 14.

All students must make this appointment even though they may have been registered in the past. Those unable to get their name on the list will be called to the Student Union at 8:30 a.m. on Dec. 14. A phone is available in the Student Union for those who cannot make the appointment.

---

Cheeky is an oil

It was in 1923 that the first oil was discovered in the area.

In 1925 the first oil well was drilled and the oilfield was named after the first oil well.

It was then that the town of Cheeky was incorporated.

In 1948 a new oil field was discovered and development began in earnest.

To provide an engineering research facility where the curriculum is based, an Institute of Gas Technology was established in 1941.

In cooperation with the University of Illinois, the Institute of Gas Technology is conducting studies in natural gas as the only one in the country.

The main emphasis of the Institute is to train engineers in the natural gas field.

The Institute is a research and teaching institute with a staff of 25.

The building is equipped with the latest laboratory equipment and is available for use by students.

The Institute is located in the heart of the city and is easily accessible to students.

The building has been designed to meet the needs of a research laboratory.

The Institute can provide an excellent facility for research in the natural gas field.

The Institute has a staff of 25, including 10 engineers.

The Institute is also equipped with the latest laboratory equipment.

The Institute is located in the heart of the city and is easily accessible to students.

The Institute is available for use by students in the following courses:

- Chemical engineering
- Mechanical engineering
- Electrical engineering
- Civil engineering
- Environmental engineering
- Materials engineering
- Petroleum engineering

The Institute is also available for use by students in the following research areas:

- Gas production
- Gas transportation
- Gas storage
- Gas distribution
- Gas utilization
- Gas safety

The Institute is located at 3333 W. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Illinois.

---

Out of the Night to Your Door

Featured at the INTELLIGENT BALL tomorrow night at HOTEL BISHOP

1.00 a.m. to 3.00 a.m.

---

J. Paul Cheeky Switched to Wildroot Cream-Off

Because He Flaked the Finger-Nail Test

---

Over-average salaries for Tech seniors

This semester, seniors are again being offered jobs with salaries above the national average. The rate has increased for February graduates to the following:

* January graduates: $75 per month
* February graduates: $80 per month

A change regarding placement for engineers has crept into the placement office. Instead of strictly engineering jobs, interviewees are looking more for more work to fill sales and administrative positions.

---

INDICATORS are being checked by John Oser, left, and Frank Zeff, right, on the telephone switch panel at the Institute of Gas Technology in the office of J. Paul Cheeky.
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In 1948 a new oil field was discovered and development began in earnest. It was then that the town became the center of oil production.

To provide an engineering research facility where the curriculum is based, an Institute of Gas Technology was established in 1941.

In cooperation with the University of Illinois, the Institute of Gas Technology is conducting studies in natural gas as the only one in the country. The main emphasis of the Institute is to train engineers in the natural gas field.

The Institute is a research and teaching institute with a staff of 25.
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Out of the Night to Your Door. Featured at the INTELLIGENT BALL tomorrow night at HOTEL BISHOP 1.00 a.m. to 3.00 a.m.

---

J. Paul Cheeky Switched to Wildroot Cream-Off. Because He Flaked the Finger-Nail Test

---

Over-average salaries for Tech seniors. This semester, seniors are again being offered jobs with salaries above the national average. The rate has increased for February graduates to the following:

* January graduates: $75 per month
* February graduates: $80 per month

A change regarding placement for engineers has crept into the placement office. Instead of strictly engineering jobs, interviewees are looking more for more work to fill sales and administrative positions. Besides this shift from pure engineering, more and more students for architects have come up. Because an architect graduate in February, these jobs will be filled away under "as can find" men.

A greater number of senior arts students have been requested by architects, from non-engineering firms.

In the positions offered are mostly permanent. They are influenced by the possibility and, more likely, the actuality of government and war contracts. All senior students will receive their preliminary offer for the placement service. If anyone does not receive his, it can be picked up at the placement office.

It is hoped that more seniors will take advantage of the facilities offered them at the placement office and thereby gain not only some knowledge, but also their desired positions.

The entire interviewing calendar is published weekly for the convenience of students and can be found at the placement office.
**Musicians off on trip**

The music clubs have completed final arrangements for their first trip of the semester. On December 7, they leave for Kansas, where they will present an assembly program at the high school.

At 11:30 they move to All-Chiefs Hospital, where they will put on another performance for the personnel. Lunch will be served in the dining room to be followed by an inspection of the plant.

Later in the afternoon there will be an inspection of the hospital plant, after which they will be served lunch at Kansas University. In the evening a program sponsored by the school club will be given at Millburn Hotel, to be followed by a reception and dinner.

**Student loan fund founded**

A student loan fund has been established at Illinois Tech by the Purchasing Agents Association in Chicago. The fund is voluntary and will provide loans of up to $200 to students for personal expenses during the summer months.

**International Club holds first meeting**

The International Club is starting their semester's program at 1 p.m. Thursday, 13th N.C.

They have scheduled Sidney N. C. Tallon, world traveler, social sculptor, international lecturer, and author, to discuss the question: What Is the Outlook for Peace?

Tallon studied chemical engineering at M.I.T. and graduated from the school of social work at the University of Chicago.

He is connected with social service organizations throughout the country and has lectured in France, Italy, Mexico, and Canada, as well as in the United States.

Tallon will help the International Club toward its object of discussing and understanding world politics today.

---

**Registrations within 5 days of 18th birthday mandatory**

Men becoming eighteen years old must register with Selective Service within five days of their birthday, and failure to do so will make the delinquent liable to penalty. It was pointed out by Colonel Paul C. Armstrong, Illinois state director of Selective Service.

However, if a man happens to be away from home at the time it is not necessary for him to return. Colonel Armstrong explained. He may register at the nearest local board and the record will be sent to the local board having jurisdiction over his place of permanent residence, even though the letter be in another state.

After he registers, it was mandatory that he keep his local board informed of any new address or other change in his status.

**NEW! REVIVED!**

**TECH CENTER DIRECTORY**

**ON SALE**

**FRIDAY, DEC. 7**

**SU TICKET BOOTH**

Complete Guide to Students and Administration
PLUS MYRIADS OF OTHER INVALUABLE INFORMATION

**give a lift to your wardrobe...**

**nothing clamshells about Arrow Plaids**

...they're the best liked sports shirts on campus!

**with the new Areal fold collar**

**$4.50 up**

**ARROW**

**SPORTS SHIRTS • TUX • SPORTS SHIRTS • UNDERWEAR • HANDBAGS**

**Sports Shirts... $4.50 up**

What's new on campus? Arrow plaids are the best liked sports shirts. Look for them at any store in town. Arrow's famous lapels are extra-soft, extra-comfortable. Made with Arrow's revolutionary Arrowloid fabric that looks like a shirt - feels extra-soft! Whether you wear it open or closed, pick up some handsome, washable Arrow plaids today.

**LYNTON**

**For Men, Women, Children**

---

**Ralph J. Joubert, left, Bob Schwertner, and Seated Mansu contribute a thoughtful touch to the chemical engineering's ideas. Don't let them fool you; they may look busy.**

**CHE department an old-timer at IIT**

It was in 1900 that the chemical engineering department was established at Armour Institute. The first master's degree was awarded in 1907 and the first doctor's in 1929.

In 1925 the curriculum in CHE was among the first in 13 schools accredited by the American Institute of Chemical Engineers. Until 1946 work in chemistry was administered by the CHE department. Metallurgical engineering was also a part of CHE until 1947.

This department was under the direction of Harry McCormick from his birth in 1873 until he retired in 1946. It was then that J. Henry Boardman became chairman.

In 1957 a special curriculum was developed in food engineering and technology, in preparation to provide hands training in the area of food processing industry. The curriculum is being administered as a division of CHE.

In cooperation with the Institute of Gas Technology, several courses in gas technology are available to outstanding students of the department. The majority of the students are chemical engineers.

Approximately twelve laboratories are equipped for research and lecture purposes. In one, the chemical laboratory, another is for work with rubber and plastics, and the others are for research purposes.

Dr. Tallon will be the first to discuss international club policy in this manner.

---

**Nov. 30, 1957**

Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago 16, Illinois
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Tech Sports

Lugs and DT’s grapple for IM touchball championship

In Tuesday’s game between the Lugs and the DT’s will determine the IM touchball champions. Monday the Lugs eliminated the Little Bester, 34-9, and Tuesday, in a close game, they battled Bemidji, 7-4.

In Tuesday’s game, after a 10-point pass from Jon Kieckhefer to Ben Wollman, the Lugs scored a short pass from Ken Soukup to Joe Lushy. The extra point was awarded on a short pass from Lushy to Tim Smith.

Basketball squad opens new season

Located from page 11

Navy blue and white, the basketball team is anxious to see how they go under fire. Navy blue is the only color that can be seen below the waist under the blue uniforms. The white jerseys are worn for the entire game.

The Lugs have practiced daily and are anxious to see how they go under fire. Navy blue is the only color that can be seen below the waist under the blue uniforms. The white jerseys are worn for the entire game.

As the Pigskin Proctor contest for 1951 drew to a close, R. Neubuhl distinguished himself by picking a total of eight tickets. He was the only one to do this. The remaining tickets will be distributed as per the rules of the contest.

Fraternity Row

by Ed Brand

INTER-FRATERNITY football is growing — at least for this semester. Even the usually inadequate attendance at the games has shown a marked increase.

Darkness, of the midnight variety, has set in at the weekend football games. This, coupled with the fact that the basketball schedule is short to start, caused the IM sports committee to change their decision.

PLAYING ONE OF THE TWO games since November 5, Theta Xi awarded Delta Lambda XI, 31-15. The score was not indicative of the quality of football played. Both teams were involved in a tough battle.

Harry Hawkins, Jim Groom, and Bob Henson were injured in the game. Hawkins is listed as doubtful for next week’s game with the Lugs.

THE STANDINGS for football are as follows: (The horizontal columns are team scores and the vertical are opponent’s scores. Games not yet played are indicated by an X.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>EGG</th>
<th>DZ</th>
<th>IH</th>
<th>JFT</th>
<th>IFC</th>
<th>JFD</th>
<th>Sig Phi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theta Xi</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Lambda XI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Xi</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epsilon Mu</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeta Mu</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iota Mu</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Mu</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambda Mu</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mu Delta</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The remaining games will be played in the Spring season.
Consolidation ignores need for recreational facilities

Since the inauguration of Tech's consolidation program, it has become increasingly evident that one phase—sports—has been either overlooked, or at least in need of recognition and support. For the last five years everyone has been given the impression that the school was in the midst of completely isolating all facilities, while at the same time building the largest dormitory. During a two-year period the athletes have been completely isolated from the community and have not been assigned a dormitory and have not been assigned a dormitory and have not been assigned a dormitory.

Certainly no one can argue that the new athletic field is a poor excuse for a dormitory, and yet there is a need for such a facility. The new field would be a welcome addition to the athletic facilities and would help to improve the image of Tech's athletic program.

Sailors host meet; face strong teams

The Illinois Tech Sailing team will compete in the quad meet against Northwestern, Illinois, and Chicago State at the Marine Basin and the Naval Academy. The team will be in action at the Naval Academy and the Naval Academy on Saturday.

How many times a day do you take a pill? If you're an average smoker, you're smoking over 200 times a day. Why not cut down, or even quit? Phillip Morris can help.

Picture a day without pills. A day without wrinkles. A day without asthma. A day without the fear of cancer. What would your life be like without a pill? With Phillip Morris cigarettes, you can make that a reality. Phillip Morris cigarettes are the perfect choice for people who want to cut down or quit smoking.

If you're an average smoker, you're smoking over 200 times a day. Why not cut down or even quit? Phillip Morris can help. If you're ready to make a change, try Phillip Morris cigarettes today. They're the perfect choice for people who want to cut down or quit smoking.

疽


A fat lady stopped on the scales, not knowing they were out of order. This indicator stopped at 19 pounds.

Holy moly! exclaimed a drunk who walked by, "What's the matter with you, lady?"
Opportunities await seniors at Placement

Graduating seniors now have greater opportunities to find jobs through the placement office than ever before. About a hundred companies interview graduating seniors during October. Director of Placement predicts that the graduates in the February class will have just as many interviews as the class of June, which was twice its size, and twice as many as the previous February.

The number of industries working with the placement office has been growing in recent years. Some companies have been visiting the campus for the past five years, while others are new to the area. All of these companies are looking for talented students to help them grow.
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Best Wishes for a fine time at the Integral Ball H.S.

SPECIAL CLEANING BARGAIN
TO 111 STUDENTS
20% OFF ON CLEANING SERVICE
PEKIN CLEANERS
3257 S. STATE ST.

FRAY ROW

This page is from the neutron magazine, the top three teams in each league, at the formation of the two-divisional schedule, entering into a two-game double elimination tournament to determine the champion.

The first pair of games is scheduled for December 19 at 6:15 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. The gym will be used on Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday nights at the aforementioned times.

1. Newport Fray vs. West Side Fray
2. Oak Park Fray vs. West Side Fray
3. West Side Fray vs. Oak Park Fray

Camps, due to page 4, will go onward anything bought or sold on, and that is also good for the future, price, will be offered for. Inquiries will be available throughout the season.

In previous years, prices from $1.00 to $2.00 have been sold. On Wednesday, however, the office of the Student Union committee stated that this year's season is expected to be a big seller and will offer work to students and professional artists and designers, all of whom are available to the public.

AUCTION

The auction from page 4 will go onward anything bought or sold on, and that is also good for the future, price, will be offered for. Inquiries will be available throughout the season. The auction will take place on Wednesday, December 1, at 8:00 p.m., in the gym.

Place your bids! The sale will feature a wide variety of items, including art, antiques, and collectibles. You won't want to miss out on this opportunity to purchase unique and affordable items.

Tech Ticker

Some opportunities in the Tech Tick- are those which have been scheduled with the student of science.

FRAY WEATHER
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News in Brief

The student chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers will have a field trip to the North Shore apartments at 9:00 a.m. The trip will begin at 8:30 a.m. by the Shanghai hotel, and will end at 9:30 a.m. at the American Science and Engineering Society.

The group will meet at 1:15 p.m. Thursday at the Student Union. Those interested are requested to register in advance.

KEPLER

The annual Kepler luncheon will be held on Monday, November 26, at 11:30 a.m. in the dining room of the Student Union. Those interested are requested to register in advance.

The University of Illinois student government for American students and engineers in English-speaking countries will host an open house on Monday, November 26, at 7:00 p.m. in the dining room of the Student Union.

Joseph C. McClintock, professor of civil engineering, will speak on "The Opportunities in Public Works" at the Biology and Chemistry department meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Biology building.

If you have any questions or comments, feel free to contact the student government for American students and engineers in English-speaking countries.

From Elka Cook

Hunger is bitter...
but the most accursed of want's fell scorpions is thirst.

Water Yet, thirst ails nothing more than Coca-Cola. If you're sweating, along or racing your motor, start off refreshed... have a Coke.

Placement schedule

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5
Ohio Northern, sponsored by the Ohio Northern University Alumni Association.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6
Clements, sponsored by the American Association of Universities.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 7
Elmhurst, sponsored by the American Association of Universities.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8
Elmhurst, sponsored by the American Association of Universities.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9
Elmhurst, sponsored by the American Association of Universities.
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